3M recently received a single report of mislabeled 7422-SD1 Multi-Purpose/P100 cartridges. While both the outside box in which this product ships (i.e., the shipper box) and the product pouch correctly labeled the cartridges as 7422-SD1, the label applied directly to the cartridge itself incorrectly indicated it was 7422-MB1 (Mercury Vapor/Chlorine Gas/P100).

After analyzing the affected cartridges, we determined that the shipper box and pouch labeling were correct and the cartridges are the 7422-SD1, but with an incorrect product label (7422-MB1) applied. As a result, we are confident that end-users that ordered the 7422-SD1 would have received the intended cartridge, which would provide the expected protection of the 7422-SD1. We are nevertheless bringing this issue to your attention out of an abundance of caution and to help avoid any potential confusion that may result from the mislabeling.

Identification and Customer Action
You are receiving this notice because you’ve been identified as a 3M Scott customer that may have 7422-SD1 cartridges meeting the criteria described in this Notice.

We request that you inspect all 7422-SD1 in your inventory to ensure that the pouch label and cartridge label match. If any non-matching cartridges are discovered, contact your distributor for return and credit of affected product.

Example of correct (matching) product:

Pouch correctly labeled as 7422-SD1
Cartridge correctly labeled as 7422-SD1

✅ No action is needed. 7422-SD1 cartridges are correctly labeled and can be used as normal.
Example of incorrect (mislabeled) product:

- **Pouch correctly labeled as 7422-SD1**
- **Cartridge incorrectly labeled as 7422-MB1**

❌ **Action is needed.** Pouch indicates part number 7422-SD1 but cartridge label incorrectly indicates part number 7422-MB1. Please reach out to your 3M Scott Distributor for return and credit of this product.

Please note that the 742 Series of 3M Scott Cartridges and Filters were discontinued in July 2021 and are no longer available. If information is needed about transitioning to alternate 3M product options, please review the [Distributor & User Advisory Notice](#) and [Conversion Guide](#) for support.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact your local 3M Sales Representative or 3M Scott Tech Support at 1-800-247-7257 Option 4 or scotttechsupport@mmm.com.

3M Personal Safety Division